Aus Topless Terms & Conditions of Booking
Payment Requirements
A required booking deposit of 50% of the total fee is required to guarantee that a booking is held.

Cancellation Fees
The cancellation of a booking must be made no later than 14 days prior to the function date. Cancellations
notified less than 14 days in advance of the function date will result in loss of the deposit paid.
Cancellations made on the same day of the booking will result in all monies paid in full to the individual
artist/s.

Refunds
If your artist(s) cancel their booking and Aus Topless are unable to find a replacement within a suitable
time frame you will be refunded your deposit.

Requested Artist(s)
Aus Topless can not guarantee your requested artist(s) as it is simply impossible under certain
circumstances. We will however endeavour to provide you with an adequate replacement in your preferred
order of request.

Time Allocation
Aus Topless at no time guarantees the specified time of artist(s) as stated on your booking form due to the
possibility of unforeseen circumstances. Artist(s) are advised to arrive 30mins either side of time booked

Taxation
To avoid confusion when dealing with taxation issues (PAYG does not apply to employers sub-contracting
ABN holders), we have recommended that all artist have a registered Australian Business Number (ABN)
from the Australian Taxation Office.

Public Liability & Insurance Policies
Aus Topless at no time is deemed to employ the Artist, therefore cannot be held responsible for events
occurring during the period of their management, it is the responsibility of the Client to ensure adequate
levels of Public Liability Insurance exist to cover all Artist's used at any / all locations. Please Note: Aus
Topless is not liable for any loss or liability that may incur, not limited to personal injury and/or loss, for
this reason Aus Topless does not require, nor holds, any insurances for artist represented by Aus Topless

Images, Footage & Copyright Laws
There is to be no images and/or footage of artist to be taken, including mobile phone cameras at any time
prior, during or at completion of the performance, unless prior authorisation has been granted by the

individual artist. If approval is given the ownership of all images of the Artist remain with the Artist at all
times and any unauthorised use or replication of their image will be an infringement of Australian
Copyright Laws. Any image (still or moving) used without written authorisation from the artist or Aus
topless will be deemed unauthorised usage and will be subject to legal proceedings.

